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Abstract: Tetrapodal nanotube junction can be modeled by fullerene spanning and by using some operations on map.
They can self-assembly in more complex structures, such as dendrimers and/or multi tori, which are structures of high
genera. Eight tetrapodal units were designed and their energetics evaluated at the Hartree-Fock HF level of theory. Their
stability is discussed in terms of total energy, HOMO-LUMO gap, strain energy, HOMA index of aromaticity and the
Kekulé structure count. The results of this study show that the tetrapodal junctions, bearing more aromatic patches, can
be a challenge for the laboratory synthesis of new nanostructures.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that in the synthesis of nanotubes
a mixture of nano-structures appears: single- and multiwalled nanotubes, fullerenes, onion-fullerenes and others.
It is expected that in the experimental conditions fullerenes
can be spanned, thus resulting in open cages of which
open-faces can be prolonged by nanotubes of various
chirality and tessellation (most probably a hexagonal one).
We call such spanned fullerenes (prolonged or not)
nanotube junctions. According to their symmetry they can
be tetrahedral, octahedral and icosahedral ones.

The tetrahedral/tetrapodal junctions are particularly
interesting due to their similarity with the tetrahedral sp3
hybridized Carbon atom: the valences are now nanotubes
while the atom is an opened cage embedded in a surface of
genus 2 (more information about structures of high genera
can be found in Refs. [1, 2]). As the single C atom,
a tetrapodal junction can be used to build various
nanostructures such as dendrimers and multi tori MT.
Figure 1 illustrates the unit named TriPen_T_60A and the
dendrimer (at the first generation) resulted by joining the
points of connectivity two of five such units. The patch of
this unit is called “tripentylene”, [6:(0,5)3].

Fig. 1. TriPen_T_60A (left) and its dendrimer (right)
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MT20 (Le(Op(Ca(T)))); [Op(Ca(3,2)C(I))]
v = 20 × 60; e = 1740; f6 = 320; f7 = 180; g = 21

Core = Op(Ca(3,2)C(I))
20× [6:(6,7)3]
v = 420; e = 570; f6 = 80; f7 = 60; g = 6

Fig. 2. Top row: TriPhen_T_60A (left) and a pentagonal hyper-ring(right).
Bottom row: Multi-torus MT(Le(Op(Ca(T)))); [Op(Ca(3,2)C(I))] (left) and its core (right)

Figure 2 shows the unit TriPhen_T_60A (top, felt), designed by the sequence of map operations: Le(Op(Ca(T)))
(or by spanning the C60 fullerene) that can self-arrange to
a pentagonal multi torus MT (top, right), comprising five
such units.
Next, 12 pentagonal MT can form a supra-structure,
called here MT20, with specification of the map operations
used to design the repeating unit and with the map
operations used to draw the core of this MT20. More about
the map operations can be found in Refs. [3-5].
The above supra-dodecahedron shows g = 21 while its
core is g = 6. Recall, the genus of a (discretized) surface is
the number of simple tori comprising that surface. The
above repeat unit shows the patch called “triphenylene”,
[6:(0,6)3], which shows high aromaticity and stability as
well (see below).

II. STRUCTURE DESIGN
The hypothetical nanotube junctions discussed herein
were designed by using CVNET [6] and NANO STUDIO
[7] software programs developed at TOPO GROUP CLUJ.
The program CVNET enables modification of a given
covering/tessellation, embedded in any surface, according
to various operations on maps. The software package

NANO STUDIO enables generation, modification and
substructure counting as well as a polynomial description
of polyhedral nanostructures. In particular, the assembling
of supra-structures from units was done by this program.
Figure 3 lists a series of eight tetrapodal nanojunctions with
their patch description. The energetics of these units is
presented in the next section, in comparison with C60, the
reference structure in nanoscience.

III. STABILITY OF TETRAPODAL NANOTUBE
JUNCTIONS
The stability of junctions was tested based on optimized
geometries at Hartree-Fock HF (HF/6-31G**) level of
theory. The calculations were performed in gas phase by
Gaussian 09 [8], on open-end-hydrogenated structures. As
a reference structure, we considered C60, the most referred
structure in Nanoscience. Table 1 lists the total energy
obtained after optimization of the analyzed structures, the
total energy per Carbon atom, Etot/C and HOMO-LUMO
HL Gap. This test of stability was done to support the idea
of various nanotube junctions appearing in real experiments by welding the randomly superposed nanotubes.
One can see that the total energy per Carbon atom is
favorable to tetrapodal junction, in comparison to C60, the
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TriPen_T_60A; Patch: [6:(0,5)3] -1-

TriPen_TT_84A; Patch: [6:(5,8)3] -2-

TriPhen_T_60A; Patch: [6:(0,6)3] -3-

TriPhen_TT_84A; Patch: [6:(6,7)3] -4-

TriPhen_TT_84Z; Patch: [6:(6,7)3] -5-

Tri6_T_64Z; Patch: [1:(6)3] -6-

Tri6_T_7_76A; Patch: [1:(6)3] -7-

Tri6_T_76A; Patch: [1:(6)3] -8-
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Fig. 3. Tetrapodal nanotube junctions with patches: tripentylene, triphenylene and hexagon triples

HOMO-LUMO gaps are comparable while the strain,
according to the Haddon’s theory [9, 10], is again in favor
of these open structures. The HOMA index of aromaticity
calculated on patches is not relevant since, e.g Tri6_T_64Z
shows a value of 0.636 while its Kekule count is zero
(Table 1, line 6) and the strain is the second high, among
the tetrapodal units. This index is based more on geometries than electronic distribution (eventually delocalization, which is the most important fact in aromaticity).
Even the geometry is forced by the constrains of single

bonds C-C, the pi-electrons of such a hexagon-triple “Tri6”
patch [1:(6)3] will not fit to a Kekulé structure. In chemistry it is known that structures that cannot have a Kekulé structure cannot exist as real molecules [11]. In the
opposite to the above structure is Triphenylene, a planar
polyhex structure, with no strain and maximum HOMA
index [12, 13] value (in bold – Table 1, line 10), also a Clar
[14, 15] structure, thus being the most stable molecule in
Table 1. The Kekulé structure count is also irrelevant to the
molecular stability, even some suggestions can be drawn.
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Table 1. Energetics of some tetrapodal nanotube junctions and the reference C60
Structure

EHF/C

HL Gap

Strain/C
×103 (kcal/mol)

HOMA
patch

Kekulé
count

1

TriPen_T_60A

!38.092

7.191

21.873

!0.455

128

2

TriPen_TT_84A

!38.028

7.043

12.004

!0.401

12 500

3

TriPhen_T_60A

!38.095

8.070

21.120

0.222

1944

4

TriPhen_TT_84A

!38.029

7.762

11.696

0.283

12 500

5

TriPhen_TT_84Z

!38.023

4.815

42.630

0.493

256

6

Tri6_T_64Z

!38.082

5.824

37.971

0.636

0

7

Tri6_T_7_76A

!38.046

6.250

11.276

0.279

2 700

8

Tri6_T_76A

!38.047

5.612

19.566

0.340

9 504

9

C60

!37.864

7.418

137.600

0.493

12 500

10

Triphenylene

!38.260

10.378

0.678

9

In this respect, compare the structures TriPhen_TT_84A/Z
(lines (4 and 5). The A-structure (i.e., the armchair-ended
one) shows the higher Kekulé count and better energetic
parameters in comparison to the Z-isomer, with Kekulé
count by two orders of magnitude less that the A-isomer.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The tetrapodal nanotube junction can be modeled by
using operations on map, coupled by fullerene spanning.
They can self-assembly in more complex structures, like
dendrimers and/or multi tori of high genera. Eight tetrapodal units were designed and their energetics evaluated at
the Hartree-Fock HF level of theory. Their stability is
discussed in terms of total energy, HOMO-LUMO gap,
strain energy, HOMA index of aromaticity and the Kekulé
structure count. The overall result of this study was that the
tetrapodal junctions can be a challenge for the laboratory
synthesis of new nanostructures.
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